Revision notes: CFHT

1. What are these? If they are the load conditioners-ok. If they are the heaters-should have been removed.
2. The conduit for power wires, motor wires, and feedback cables need to enter the top left or top left side of the cabinet, knockouts or precut holes should be made in the cabinet to accommodate the 11/4" and 3/4" EMT pipe conduit.
3. The horn and fans can remain on the top of the unit but need to be shifted to the extreme right to accommodate (2).

(6) The max size of the unit: 79" H X 71" W

(1) The main disconnect should be at the top left of the cabinet.

(7) Need a better resolution print.

(8) The lifting anchors need to be installed uniformly across the top of the cabinet to distribute the load evenly. I.E. four anchors, one on each top corner, not two.

(5) The cabinet wheels are only necessary for transport to final integration location, could be removed after final transport to relax engineering requirements.